
FairRepair.
Low cost, great effect.

Current offers for your car.



Stones in 
the windscreen?

Clear glass for a better view.

The problem
A stone chip in the middle of the windscreen is annoy-
ing and highly visible. If the chip becomes a crack it is
dangerous and could mean a failed MOT.

The FairRepair solution
We can repair the chip or crack in just few minutes with-
out replacing the windscreen. The repair will be com-
pletely invisible and your windscreen will be flawless.

Most insurance companies will pay in full for this type
of repair.

Stones on the windscreen?

Perpared glass for a better view

Damage to plastic parts?

Fast repair and low costs.

Dents or hail damage?

Eliminate nasty dents easily.

Car showing its age?

Restore it back to its former glory.

Air-conditioning not working?

A quick check to keep you cool.
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Damage to 
plastic parts?

Fast repair and low costs.

The problem
Plastic spoilers and bumpers are light and safe, but
can be easily damaged. Deep scratchers or cracks
happen quickly. And what then?

The FairRepair solution
Our 2-component adhesive bonds and binds plastic
perfectly, once it has been grinded and painted, you
won´t be able to tell the repaired part from original.

Most plastic damage can be fixed with FairRepair. And
we can repair much larger plastic defects using a diffe-
rent method.

Minor paintwork
damage?

Quickly repaired with Spot Repair.

The problem
Almost 30% of all damage to a vehicle is minor, and
most of this is on the lower parts of the vehicle. In
such cases, laborious part reprays are too expensive.

The FairRepair solution
Spot Repair is an inexpensive alternative for repairing
minor damage to paintwork professionally and quickly
for example beneath the side moulding or on vehicle
corners and edges.

The Spot Repair method is a professional solution for
repairing minor paintwork damage.
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Car showing 
its age!

Restore it back to its former glory.

The problem
Stones, dust and sunlight can marr and damage even
the best paint finishes. Lingering odours and damage
to seat up-holstery, dashboards and carpets also con-
spire to reduce a car´s value.

The FairRepair solution
Professional care and special polishes make dull, tired
paint shine again - no repainting required. Up-holstery
is easily repaired and natural ozone clears any unplea-
sant odours. A low-cost solution with a high-impact result.

Not matter what needs attention, we can cost-effecti-
vely revujenate your car. Trust the FairRepair solution
from the experts.

Air-conditioning
notworking?

A quick check to keep you cool.

The problem
Air-condition keeps you cool even on the hottest days,
but if poorly maintained, it can increase your fuel con-
sumption and fill the car with an unpleasant odour.

The FairRepair solution
With our quick, professional service we replace the
coolant and check for leaks in the system – all at cost
you would expect from FairRepair.

With your air-conditioning working perfectly again, you
will stay cool, safe in the knowledge no coolant is esca-
ping into the atmosphere.
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